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Common Environments for IT Equipment Cabinets
Electrical enclosures can be found in environments as diverse as factories, windmill farms, and coal mines. The National  
Electrical Manufacturers’ Association (NEMA) creates industry standards for the performance of electrical enclosures based  
on the surrounding environment. The NEMA enclosure type will help determine which kind of cooling system is appropriate  
for an application.

NEMA 3 enclosures, designed for both indoor and outdoor use, provide protection against falling dirt, windblown dust, rain, 
sleet, and snow, as well as ice formation. 

The NEMA 3R rating is identical to NEMA 3 except that it doesn’t specify protection against windblown dust. 

NEMA 4 and 4X enclosures, also designed for indoor and outdoor use, protect against windblown dust and rain, splashing  
and hose-directed water, and ice formation. NEMA 4X goes further than NEMA 4, specifying that the enclosure will also  
protect against corrosion caused by the elements. 

NEMA 12 enclosures are constructed for indoor use only and are designed to provide protection against falling dirt, circulating 
dust, lint, fibers, and dripping or splashing noncorrosive liquids. Protection against oil and coolant seepage is also a prerequisite 
for NEMA 12 designation.

Enclosures of NEMA types 1 and 3R can often be cooled with a simple filtered fan system that does not provide protection 
against water spray, dust, or other airborne contaminants. The other types of enclosures require a closed loop system that can  
be achieved with either an air conditioner or a heat exchanger depending on the ambient temperature, the heat load of the 
enclosure, and the sensitivity of the equipment.

Introduction
Selecting a cooling system for an IT equipment cabinet is an important task that is not always as simple as it might seem.  
The consequences of choosing the wrong system can be significant, so taking the time to make an informed choice is vital.

To choose the most efficient and cost-effective cooling system, you must first consider factors such as the NEMA rating  
and heat load for the enclosure. These two pieces of information will help you determine whether to use an air conditioner,  
heat exchanger, or a filtered fan system to cool the enclosure.

However, the choices do not stop there. Once you decide which type of cooling system makes the most sense, you must 
determine the cooling capacity and the appropriate size to ensure optimal efficiency.

Even with access to resources such as cooling capacity calculators, selecting the right cooling system can be challenging,  
especially if you have never gone through the process before. The financial consequences of choosing an improperly sized  
system are not insignificant, so it is important to make your purchase with confidence.

The goal of this white paper is to help simplify the process of selecting a cooling system for an IT enclosure. Although  
the details provided are comprehensive enough to help narrow your choices, it is always best to consult an expert before  
making an investment in new cooling equipment for IT enclosures.
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The heat load of an IT enclosure is primarily the amount of heat generated by the equipment inside the unit. Too much heat  
in an enclosure can cause damage to equipment and shorten its life, which is why it is so important to select a cooling system 
that has the capacity to adequately lower the temperature.

Understanding the sources that contribute to the heat load and how that heat is transferred is one of the first steps in selecting 
an appropriate cooling system.

The two primary factors that contribute to the heat load of the enclosure are the internal and external heat sources.

Internal Enclosure Heat
Any number of heat sources might exist in an equipment cabinet, but in an IT environment, it’s primarily servers and other 
networking equipment. 

It is worth noting that many of these same heat-generating components are the same ones that require protection from damage 
due to excess heat. Most components come with specifications that outline the highest expected heat output. You can use this 
information to help calculate the heat load of the enclosure. 

Ambient Heat
Ambient heat refers to the temperature in the environment surrounding the enclosure. 

In indoor environments, the ambient temperature can be affected by factors such as equipment density, room cooling or heating, 
ventilation, and proximity to windows.

When ambient heat is high enough to impact the internal temperature of the enclosure, it must be factored into the heat load 
calculation.

The combination of internal and external heat sources will help you determine the heat load, or just how much heat must be 
removed from the system, but how do you actually achieve the desired cooling?

Determining and Managing Enclosure Heat Load
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Understanding Heat Transfer

1. Natural Convection Cooling

The flow of heat from a warmer environment to a cooler environment occurs naturally when the ambient temperature surrounding 
an IT cabinet is cooler than the internal temperature. The heat from the enclosure will naturally radiate through its walls and the 
internal temperature will be lowered accordingly.

Although this method is by far the most simple, it is also the least effective because the temperature difference between most 
enclosures and their ambient environments is not large enough to sufficiently cool the components inside the enclosure.

External 
Compressor  

and Condenser

CRAC Unit

Internal Airflow

Server Rack  
Airflow

Enclosure 
Airflow

Self-Contained AC

2. Forced Convection Cooling

The amount of heat that transfers from a warmer area to a cooler 
area can be increased with the addition of a fan or blower to 
decrease the thermal resistance of the barrier between the two 
areas.

In the case of an IT enclosure, fans can provide affordable forced 
convection cooling to reduce the internal temperature. But what 
happens when the outside air has contaminants like dust and dirt 
or oil? The fan may provide the cooling you need, but it will deposit 
these contaminants on electrical components at the same time. 
When air contamination might be a problem, the best solution  
is a closed loop air-to-air heat exchanger.

However, just as with natural convection cooling, the amount  
of heat that can be transferred away from the components inside 
the enclosure is limited by the ambient air temperature.

3. Active Cooling

When natural convection or forced convection does not provide 
enough heat transfer to adequately cool the components inside 
the enclosure, an air conditioner may be required. An air 
conditioner also provides the closed loop system that is needed 
when the components inside the enclosure must be protected 
from environmental factors such as dirt, dust, or liquids.
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Selecting the Right Cooling System
After you have identified the NEMA rating of the enclosure and calculated its heat load,  
you have enough information to decide whether you need a filtered fan, a heat exchanger,  
or an air conditioner.

Air Conditioner Sizing and Selection
An air conditioner is necessary when the internal temperature of the 
enclosure must be lowered below the ambient temperature outside 
the enclosure. Air conditioners are suitable for enclosures of NEMA 
types 4, 4X, and 12.

Selecting a properly sized air conditioner is critical for achieving 
optimal performance and efficiency. An air conditioner that has 
insufficient cooling capacity will not be able to adequately cool the 
components inside the enclosure. On the other hand, an over-sized 
air conditioner will cycle on and off too frequently, making it less 
efficient, increasing operating costs, and potentially shortening the 
life of the equipment.

Full size and wallmount NEMA cabinets with a choice of air conditioner sizes are like self-contained data centers, enabling the user  
to install servers and other IT equipment without investing in costly infrastructure. They are ideal for indoor use when servers need  
to be kept outside a climate-controlled data center. Be sure that these cabinets include fully gasketed openings and a gland plate  
in the base to allow cable access while protecting the devices from contaminants.

With these environmentally controlled cabinets, there is no need for piping or a drain. Simply put the cabinet where you want it  
and plug it in.

Calculating Cooling Capacity

Calculating the required cooling capacity is an essential step in selecting a properly sized air conditioner. The required cooling 
capacity of an air conditioner, which is expressed in BTU/hour, is based on the internal heat load and the heat load transfer.

• Internal heat load – Each component in the enclosure has a maximum heat output specification, typically provided in Watts, 
which can be converted to BTU/hour. Adding the maximum heat output specifications for every component in the enclosure 
will give you the total internal heat load for the system. 

• Heat load transfer – The heat that transfers between the inside of the enclosure and the ambient air outside is referred to as  
the heat load transfer. When the temperature inside the enclosure is higher than the ambient temperature, the heat load  
transfer will be negative. When it is warmer outside the enclosure than it is inside, the heat load transfer will be positive.  
The calculation takes into account factors such as: 

 — The surface area of the enclosure

 — The enclosure material

 — The maximum ambient air temperature

 — The maximum temperature allowed in the enclosure 

 — Whether the enclosure is insulated

 — The location of the enclosure

 — Industry standard constants

The internal heat load and the heat load transfer are added together to determine the required cooling capacity for the air 
conditioner. Cooling capacities for enclosure air conditioners range from 1,000 BTU/hour to 20,000 BTU/hour, so you can see  
that an accurate calculation is a critical step in selecting the right unit for your application.

24U 8000 BTU

42U 12,000 BTU
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Enclosure and Air Conditioner Dimensions 
In addition to calculating the cooling capacity, you must also consider the physical size of both the air conditioner and the IT 
enclosure to ensure that they are compatible. Enclosure air conditioners come in a variety of shapes and sizes, including narrow 
units that are designed to fit on enclosures as small as only seven inches deep.

Full size climate-controlled cabinets can be found in sizes such as 24U and 42U, with various depths and rail types. Air conditioners 
sizes include 5000-, 8000-, or 12,000-BTUs with 120 or 230V. 

For tighter areas, wallmount cabinets may be the best choice. Generally around 24" wide by 24" high, they also come in various 
depths, but have a more limited cooling capacity.

Conclusion

Selecting the right cooling system for an IT equipment cabinet is important  
for keeping operating costs low, protecting valuable equipment, and getting  
the most from your investments. Choosing the wrong system could result  
in equipment damage, higher operating costs, or even equipment failure.

The steps for selecting the right cooling system include:

• Determining the NEMA rating of the enclosure 

• Calculating the heat load of the enclosure 

• Deciding which type of cooling system is appropriate 

• Calculating the required cooling capacity 

• Selecting a system that meets all of the above requirements  
and physically fits on the enclosure 

Although each step in the process is clearly defined, the actual process of selecting a cooling system can be quite intimidating, 
especially if you have never done it before. When you consider the potential consequences of installing a cooling system that  
does not function as expected, it is clear that making the right choice from the beginning is extremely important. 

If you need help selecting the right cooling system for your application, talk to the professionals at Black Box. Our experts will 
work with you from beginning to end to ensure that you have the most cost-effective solution for your application. We also work 
with engineers who design IT enclosures to help determine the right temperature control solution early in the design process.

The ClimateCab™ NEMA 12 Cabinet is your answer when you need to house servers or IT equipment but don’t have a cooling 
infrastructure in place. In smaller installations, you can save thousands by using a ClimateCab cabinet instead of installing  
a complete data center with a custom cooling system and raised floors.

ClimateCab with Air-Conditioning 
and Gland Plates
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About Black Box
Black Box is a leading technology product solutions provider that helps customers build, manage, and secure their networks. The 
company is a single source for networking products, including switches, Ethernet extenders, media converters, console/terminal 
servers, industrial hardened, and wireless. Black Box provides its customers with free, 24/7 pre- and post-sales technical support.

We‘re here to help! If you have any questions about your application, our products,  
or this white paper, contact Black Box Tech Support at 724-746-5500 or  

go to blackbox.com and click on “Talk to Black Box.”
You’ll be live with one of our technical experts in less than 60 seconds.
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ClimateCab Climate-Controlled Cabinets


